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$1. INTRODUCTION 
LET L(m, p), L(m, q) be two lens spaces which are of the same homotopy type, i.e. such that 
there exists an integer k with q E fk’(m). Whitehead, in [7, $121, has observed the intimate 
relationship between his (simple homotopy type) torsion of the equivalence between 
L(m, p) and L(m, q) and the Reidemeister-Franz torsions? of the two spaces. My intention 
here is to show that this relationship is part of a more general phenomenon. Before stating 
my theorem, however, let me for completeness recall in suitable form the relationship 
between the Whitehead and Reidemeister-Franz torsions in the lens space case. 
Suppose y is a generator of the fundamental group Z, of L(m, p) and L(m, q). Let S 
denote the quotient ring of the rational group ring Q(Z,) modulo the ideal (0) generated by 
d = 1 + y + . . . + ym-‘. The Reidemeister-Franz torsion mod(c) of the space L(m, p), 
which I shall denote by z,,(L(m, p)), isi then (a - l)(ap - 1) E S, where !X is the image of y 
under the natural homomorphism Q(Z,) -+ S. Similarly, for L(nz, q), s,,(L(m, q)) = 
(a - l)(@ - 1) E s. 
On the other hand if 0 : L(m, p) = L(m, q) denotes the homotopy equivalence between 
the two lens spaces, then the Whitehead torsion, t,(e), of the equivalence 8, is (as usually 
computed) an element of a certain abelian factor groupjj T(Z(Z,,,)) of the group of non- 
singular matrices with entries from the integral group ring Z(Z,,,) of nl(L(m, q)) = Z,,,. 
To compute z,(O), one associates with the universal covering complexes of L(m, p) and 
L(m, q) their corresponding chain complexes. Integral coefficients are usually taken so that 
these chain complexes have chain groups which are free modules over the integral group 
ring Z(Z,,,). The computation from this stage onwards is purely algebraic; in fact one 
defines t,+,(0) to be the torsion, z,(f), of the chain equivalence f induced by H between the 
chain complexes. If before proceeding with this algebraic computation one takes rational, 
rather than integral, coefficients and reduces mod(o) the elements of Q(Z,,,) involved in the 
resulting chain complexes, then the calculation of the resulting zw is much simpler. The 
chain complexes are now of course complexes over S = Q(Z,)/(o) and are in fact acyclic. 
Moreover the matrices involved are effectively 1 x 1, i.e. if you will, elements of 5’. The 
t Cf. 141, El. 
3 Cf. [41> [51, El, [71. 
p Cf. [7, $21, for original definition. 
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resulting Whitehead torsion may be regarded therefore as an element of S; it is given by 
r,(0) = (a” - l)(E - l)/(& - l)(ak - l), 
where y + yk under the isomorphism 6 : n,(L(m,p)) w rc,(L(m, 4)) induced by 0. We have 
in fact the relationship noted by Whitehead (lot. cit.) 
or if we write T(S) additively as is usual, 
where 6 now denotes the mapping of S under which tl + ak. 
It is this form of the result which I wish to generalise. I recall first that in defining the 
torsion of a chain equivalence Whiteheadt first defined a torsion for acyclic chain complexes. 
Given any acyclic chain complex C, over a suitablet ring R, its torsion r,(C) is an element of 
the Whitehead group T(R). If the acyclic complex C is the complex determined by the 
universal covering complex of L(m, p), with chain groups free modules over S as above, 
we shall see below in $2 that z,(C) is the coset in T(S) of the 1 x 1 matrix [(N - l)(c$’ - l)], 
i.e. the coset of [r,,(L(m, p))]. This torsion z, appears therefore to be a natural generalisation 
of the torsion defined by Reidemeister and Franz. It seems to be essentially the same as 
the torsion suggested by Milnor in the Appendix to [5]. 
The general relationship, of which the lens space example above is a particular case, 
is embodied in the following purely algebraic result proved in 93 below: if f : C + C’ is 
a chain equivalence of finitely based, n-dimensional, acyclic chain complexes C, c’ over a 
suitable$ ring R, then we have in the Whiteheadgroup T(R), written additively, the relationship 
(- l)%(f) = z,(C) - %(C’). 
I emphasise that I shall restrict my attention throughout to algebraic (chain) complexes 
over suitable rings. The translation of the results into geometrical terms can be made, as 
usual in simple homotopy type theory, by means of universal covering complexes and their 
associated chain complexes over the group rings of the relevant fundamental groups, or 
over other suitable rings. In particular in this purely algebraic treatment all homomorphisms 
will be in the category of R-modules and R-homomorphisms. In the geometrical situation, 
a homotopy equivalence 8 of (geometrical) complexes need not induce the identity iso- 
morphism of the fundamental groups of the complexes, so that although the chain groups 
will be R-modules, for suitable R, the chain maps need not be R-homomorphisms; in such 
a situation, in order to apply the algebraic theory, given 8 : K = L, one must define on the 
chain groups of C(K), which are a priori n,(K)-modules, the structure of n,(L)-modules. 
One uses the induced isomorphism 8 : n,(K) z n,(L) in the obvious way§. Jt is of course for 
this reason that the homomorphism 19 appears in the relation between the Whitehead and 
Reidemeister torsions in the lens space example quoted above. 
t Cf. I719 181. 
$ i.e. such that every matrix with entries from R and a 2-sided inverse must be square. 
P i.e. define xc = (0 -1x)c for any x E n&L), c E C(R). 
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$2. DEFINITIONS OF or AND ,j-w 
As observed in [l] and [2], if 
d d d 
c:o+c,+c,_,-t . . . +c,-+c,-+o 
is an exact sequence of free modules over a suitable ring R, with chosen finite bases, we can 
define the torsion of C, z,(C), inductively as follows. If C is l-dimensional, 
d 
c:o-+c,-+c,+o, 
thend:C, = C, has associated with it a square matrix d, with a two-sided inverse, with 
entries from R. Such a matrix has a torsion T(d) in the Whitehead group? T(R). Define 
r,(C) = -r(d). If C is n-dimensional, II > 1, 
d d d 
c:0+c”-+c,_~-+ . . . +c~-+c,-+c,-+o, 
then the fact that Cc, is free ensures the existence of a homomorphism r : C, + C, such that 
dq = I. We obtain therefore a complex 
c”:o+c”-:cn_l+ . . . 
d Cd, 11) 
--+c~+c~+c~--+c~-+o, 
in which the basis for C, + C, is that of C, together with that of Cc,. One easily verifies that 
C” is exact and of course it is (n - l)-dimensional. We therefore define r,(C) = -T,(P). 
There is no difficulty involved in proving that the definition is independent of the choice of 
q such that f/q = 1. Of course the definition is dependent of the choice of bases for the 
modules C,? C1, . . , C,,, but is easily seen to be invariant under changes of basis associated 
with matrices of zero torsionI. 
As stated in $1 above this torsion 5, agrees with the Reidemeister-Franz torsion 
in the case of lens spaces. Thus consider again the lens space L(m, p). Taking rational 
coefficients we have, associated with the universal covering complex of the space, the 
chain complex 5 
a a a 
Lp:o+L3~L~+L~+Lo-bo 
where each Li is isomorphic with the rational group ring Q(Z,,,), and if ai denotes a basis 
element of Li, i = 0, 1,2,3, and as usual y is a chosen generator of Z,,,, then 
?I, = (y” - l)a,, u’a, = (1 + y + . . . + ym-l)u, au, = (y - l)a,. 
Reducing the coefficients Q(Z,) modulo the ideal (0) generated by 0 = 1 + y + . . . 
+ ym-r, we obtain the acyclic complex 
d d d 
c:o+c,~c,+c,-+c,+o 
where each Ci M S = Q(Z,)/(o), and if ci denotes a basis element of Ci, i = 0, 1,2, 3, 
t Cf. [7, 021 for original definition. 
$ Following [8], one speaks of a ‘preferred’ class of (finite) bases for a module A4 consisting of all the 
bases of the form (yml, . . . , gmn) where (ml, .,. , mn) is a preferred basis for M and g : M z M is a simple 
isomorphism, i.e. such that $9) = 0. 
0 This chain complex is that of [7, 5121. 
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corresponding to the basis element ui of Li, and as before u denotes the image of y under 
the natural homomorphism Q(Z,) -+ S, then 
dc, = (ct” - l)c,, de, = 0, dc, = (ct - l)c,. 
Defining v], : C,, + Cz by setting q,,cO = (a - l)-ic,, we have dqO = 1 : C, = Co as 
required, and obtain the complex 
up-1 (0, so) 
C”“:O+C 3-+c2 + c,--+c, +o. 
Repeating the process, defining vi : Cl + C2 + Co by setting qic, = (a - l)c,, we have 
(0, qo)‘]l = 1 : C, = C, as required and obtain the complex 
where AC, = (a” - l)c,, AC, = (a - l)c,. 
Thus r,.(C) is the torsion of the matrix 
associated with A. But this matrix determines? in the Whitehead group T(S) the same 
element as the 1 x 1 matrix [(a - l)(cc” - l)], i.e. as [t,,(L(m,p))]. Thus as stated above 
in $7, the torsion r, seems to be a natural generalisation of the Reidemeister-Franz torsion 
?RF* 
Consider now, on the other hand, the Whitehead torsion of a chain equivalence. Again 
as observed in [2], iff: C = C’ is a chain equivalence of n-dimensional complexes of free 
modules over a suitable ring R, with given finite bases, such that flC, : Ci -+ C: is an 
isomorphism for all i, then the Whitehead torsion t&j) is given by 
zw(f) = k (-lY+‘z(fi)* 
i=O 
This formula enables one in particular to confirm the relationship between the White- 
head and Reidemeister-Franz torsions in the lens space example noted in $1 above. Thus 
consider L(m, p), L(m, q), as in $1, and the chain complexes associated with their universal 
covering complexes. I use the same notation for L(m, q), with the addition of dashes (‘), 
as I used for L(m,p) immediately above. If the equivalence 0 : L(m, p) 3 L(m, q) induces 
the isomorphism n,(L(m, p)) = nl(L(m, q)) in which y + yh, where (h, m) = 1, we have 
the algebraic situationt, in which both complexes are now rc,(L(m, q))-modules, (and of 
course the diagram is commutative) : 
t Cf. the proof of [7, Theorem 11, especially the computation off’?pfzp on p. 5, or equally well [S, p.31. 
$ I follow the algebra of [8, 881. Equally well one could follow that of [7, $121. 
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where 
o’a, = (‘#Pp - l)a,, 
a’a; = (“jq - 1>a;, 
and 
au, = (1 + yh + . . . + yh(m-i))L?i, aa, = (yh - l)a,, 
a’a; = (1 + y + . . . + y”-‘)a;, au; = (y - l)ab, 
AiUi = (1 + 7 + . . . + yh-l)af (i = 1, 2) 
&a, = ((1 + y + . . . + rh-l)(l + yq + . . . + yq(‘rpl-ll)) + r(1 + y + . . . + r”‘-‘)}a; 
for some r E Q(Z,) and Zq = l(m). 
Reducing coefficients module (G) we obtain the much simpler situation, in which as 
usual y -+ r in the homomorphism Q(Z,,,) -+ S = Q(Z,)/(a): 
&P-l ah-1 
c:o-+c, -+cz~cl-----+c -+o 
pl 1 lp3 ,bZO 1,11 1': 1 
C':O~C;---_,C;_,C;--~c~~o. 
d-1 0 a-l 
The homomorphisms ,u~, u~ determined by A,, 1, are now isomorphisms, and are given by 
I*ici = {(c+ - l)/(u - l)}Gi (i = 1,2) 
&Cz = {(ah - 1)(X”” - 1)/(X - l)(c@ - l)}cz. 
Thus, identifying 1 x 1 matrices with elements of S, and using the formula given immedi- 
ately above, we have 
r,(P) = -r(k) + T(Pz) - r(k) 
= -r(k) 
= T((c( - l)(a” - l)&Xh - l)(cP - 1)). 
Writing T(S) additively we have therefore, as in $1, 
In general of course, given a chain equivalencef: C = C’, we shall not havef ICi : Ci x Ci, 
so that the formula used above for computing t&j will not be immediately applicable. 
In that case, however, the processes of the Appendix to [3] imply that there exist ‘collapsible’ 
complexes D, D’, of dimensions <n, and a factorisation off: C G C’ in the form f = k’cti: 
I a k’ 
C+C+D+C’+D’+C’, 
where i, x, k’ are chain equivalences and LX is an isomorphism in each dimension,? indeed a 
Schanuel isomorphism (and hence with zero torsion) in all dimensions <n. Thus 
rJf) = TJk’cri); but sincef 
z,(k’ai) = T,,(/d) + T,(cY) + T,(i), 
t Since f is a chain equivalence it induces isomorphisms in homology in all dimensions. Thus in using 
the processes of [3], one does not need to add free modules in dimension n to ensure that OL 1C, + D,, is an 
isomorphism. This was necessary in [3] since it was not assumed that an isomorphism was induced in 
homology in the highest dimension. 
$ [7, Theorem 71. Cf. also [l, Proposition 4.71. 
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and since it is easily verifiable that r,(P) = r,(i) = 0, we have 
r,(f) = rW@) 
= &-l)‘f’r(EjCi + DJ 
= (- l>“‘%(cr~C” + 0,). 
For our purposes then, the immediately preceding computation implies that given a 
chain equivalence f: C E c’, of n-dimensional complexes, we can employ the processes of 
the Appendix to [3] and define r&J to be (- l>““r(cQ, where a, : C,, + D, x CA + DA 
is the isomorphism induced by LX in the highest dimension in the factorisation off obtained 
by these processes. § 
53. PROOF OF RESULT 
A simple lemma will help to restate the required result in a form ready for proof. 
Suppose C + D is a complex obtained from an n-dimensional complex C, of free finitely 
generated modules over a ring R, by adding to C a collapsible complex D of dimension < n, 
with Di = 0, i + q, q + 1, and D,, Dq + 1 finitely generated free modules over R, with 
differential d,+l = 1 : Dq+l = Dq. Such an addition is of course precisely the kind of 
addition which is made in factorising a chain equivalence by the processes of the Appendix 
to [3]. 
LEMMA. If C is acyclic so is C + D, and z,(C + D) = z,(C). 
Proof. Suppose C is given as usual by the exact sequence 
d d 
o+c,-+c,_,-+ . . . +c,-+c()+0. 
Then C + D is given by the sequence 
04”: . . . -+Cv+z:Cu+l + D,+l 
(4 1) (6 0) d 
-+c,+D,--+c- 
4 1 
+ . . . +c()-+o. 
Obviously C + D is exact, so r,(C + D) is defined. That r,(C + D) = z,(C) is proved 
inductively. If C is l-dimensional : 
d 
0+c~+c,+0, 
then C + D is 
(4 1) 
O-NC1 +I),--+ co f&-+0 
and since trivially z(d, 1) = z(d), we have z,(C + D) = -z(d, 1) = -z(d) = z,(C) as 
required. Assume therefore that C is of dimension n > 1, and that the lemma is true for 
complexes of dimension <n. If q > 2, assume rl : Co + C1 chosen with dq = 1. Then 
by definition r,(C + D) = -z,((C + D)3, where (C + D)q is defined by the sequence 
0+C~:...-tCq+2:Cq+1+Dq+1 
(4 1) (6 0) (4 v) 
-Cq+Dq----+...-4z+Co-C1-+0. 
0 The definition of sw will of course still be dependent on the choice of bases for C and c’. Again however 
one may demonstrate that it is dependent only on preferred classes of bases for C, C’ respectively. 
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Clearly this complex is obtained from the (n - I)-dimensional complex: 
c”:o+c”: . . . -+c4+1:cgd ,.. (d. 1) -+ c, + co -c1-+0, 
by adding a collapsible complex with non-trivial modules in dimensions q, q - 1. The 
inductive hypothesis ensues therefore that r,((C + 0)“) = r,(Q), since both complexes 
are of dimension <n. But then we have 
r,(C + 0) = -rr((C + or> = -r,(CV) = z,(C), 
as required. With slight modifications, similar arguments can be used in case q < 2. 
E.g., if q = 0 we have for C f D the exact sequence 
0-b c,: . . . 
d (d, 1) 
-+cz+cl +Il,------+ cq$_D,+O. 
Given q : C,, + C, such that dyI = 1, we can define (q, 1) : C, + D, + C, + D, in the 
obvious way. Clearly (d, I)(q, 1) = (1, 1) : C, + D, = C, + D,, and by definition 
T,(C + D) = - T).((C + D)(S* “), 
where (C + D)(q*l) is clearly obtained from C” by adding the collapsible complex 
1 
O+D,+D,-+O 
in dimensions one and zero. Since C” is (n - I)-dimensional, the inductive hypothesis can 
be applied, and we have 
z,(C + D) = -rr(<C + D)(?, 1’) = -r,(F) = z,(C), 
as required to complete the proof of the lemma. 
It follows that givenf : C = C’ we can prove the result of $1 by using the processes of 
the Appendix to [3] so as to factorisef, obtaining say c( : C + D = c’ + D’, and then proving 
the result for CY and the complexes C + D, C’ + D’. Precisely, it is clearly enough to prove 
the following theorem (in which as usual all complexes are of free finitely generated modules, 
over a suitable ring R, with given bases). 
THEOREM. If f: C = C’ is a chain equicalence of two n-dimensional acyclic complexes, 
such that fi = flCi : Ci + CL is an isomorphism in all dimensions, with zcfi) = 0 if i < n, 
then 
( - W,(f) = T,(C) - TAC’). 
Proof. Again I proceed inductively. If C, C’ are l-dimensional, we have a commutative 
diagram 
o+c~-+c,-,o 





of isomorphisms. Since d’Ifi = fOd, z(d”& = zcf,d), i.e. 
r(d’) + r(fi) = r(So) + r(d). 
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But z(fJ = 0 by hypothesis, so 
Gi) = z(d) - 7(0; 
i.e. by definition of z, and T,, 
- z,(j’) = ZXC) - ZXC’). 
Assume now that C, C’ are of dimension 12 > 1, and that the theorem is true for complexes 
of dimension <n. We have, given f: C s c’, a commutative diagram of exact sequences 
04,: . . . -+c~+c~+co+o 
I i Sn r~i ~~~, * Ifs 1 
o-+c:,-+ . . . -+c;+c;+c;+o 
d’ d' d’ 
where fi : Ci z Cl for all i and zui) = 0 if i < n. Choose q : C, + C1 such that dq = 1. 
Having chosen yl, define q’ : Ch + C; by setting 4’ = fiqfo-'. As required, d’$ = d’fId,-’ 
= fOdqf; ’ = fOfcl = 1. We thus obtainp : C” -+ P’, given by the commutative diagram 
04,: . . . +c~-+c~+c~+c~-+o 
I i 
S” f31 dfz, ,I ‘),fI 1 
0 -+ c:, -P . . . +C;+C;fC~-+C;+O, 
d’ d’ (J’, ‘1’) 
for which the inductive hypothesis holds. Thus if IZ > 2 
so that 
(- l)“%J(f) = (- VGI) = ( - V%v(P), 
(- l)?,(f) = z,(C’V’) - z,(G) 
= z,(C) - ?(C’), 
by definition of T,. Equally, if n = 2, 
(- ~>“L(.f) = (- 1)“Q”) = t(j.2) + Go), 
since z(&) = 0; so that again 
( - l)“?!J(f) = (- VLv(f”) 
= T,(C’tl’) - z,(cY) 
= r,(C) - ?(C’), 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
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